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Context-Oriented Programming Infrastructure
....Most object-oriented languages are stuck in a 19th century objective stance. Objects always
exhibit the same behaviour, irrespective of the context in which they are being used. Such an
objective stance is insufficient to model domains in which the behaviour of entities is influenced
by external factors. Objects should not always behave the same way, but rather, they should
adapt their behaviour to the circumstances in which they are being used.

To enable context-dependent object behaviour, your task during the remaining sessions is to
develop a basic Context-Oriented Programming (COP) framework using the reflective facilities
of Smalltalk, thanks to the knowledge acquired in previous sessions. We start in this session
by laying down the basic infrastructure of the framework.

1. Create a Context class that reifies contexts as first-class entities. Context should conform to
the tests in COPInfrastructureTest. The method protocols of that class have been numbered
to indicate the order in which you should consider the different test methods. Execute the
tests one by one in order, implementing all missing functionality, until all succeed.1

A couple notes on the requested functionality:
Default context There should always be a default context, representing the usual behaviour
of the system —that is, when the system has not been adapted to any special situation. The
default context is a singleton object that should be accessible by sending Context default;
it should be created lazily upon the first attempt to read it through the default accessor of
Context class.
Context life cycle management Contexts can be discarded, meaning that they will no longer
be used (because they will never become active again), and can thus be disposed of. For
example, this could be the case of a context RockWerchter2012: all adaptations defined for that
context will no longer be used once the 2012 edition of the Rock Werchter festival is over. For
the reason just illustrated, contexts should understand a discard message that removes them
from the system.
One particular use of the discard method is to throw away the default context, by evaluating
Context default discard.2 Once the default context has been discarded, a fresh default
context should be created anew next time Context default is invoked (see previous note).
This functionality is used by the testing infrastructure to clean up the test environment prior
to the execution of each test, but you can also send Context default discard manually if
needed.

1An quick way to run a test method is select it in the System Browser and press Ctrl-T (Linux/Windows) or
Cmd-T (Mac). You can do the same for whole test classes, if you select them rather than individual methods.

2The effect is similar to doing Context default: nil, which uses the default: setter method to reset the default
context.
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